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IES Campos de Nijar is a state school located in the Andalusian Region, 40 km from the city center of Almeria in 
Campohermoso, a small village near the Cabo de Gata-Njar Natural Park.

CONTEXT / LOCATION 



CONTEXT / LOCATION 



The surrounding landscape has undergone profound transformations in recent decades. This area historically 
depressed from an economic point of view due to low rainfall, has become one of the most fertile territories in 
Europe. Over the past 35 years thanks to intensive agriculture carried out through greenhouses, 40 thousand 
hectares of "invernadero". Irrigation, in the absence of water, takes place with the "drop by drop" system. To 
further reduce evaporation, the fertile land is covered with sand. Most of the fruit and vegetables that arrive on 
the tables of all of Europe are produced here and 11% of the population is involved in agricultural activities 
and additional related activities. In recent years, organic farming and integrated production have established 
themselves. A place of wonders, a paradise, where the earth is exploited intensively, but with excellent results.

CONTEXT / LOCATION 



CONTEXT / LOCATION The white sea, «il mare Blanco»



CONTEXT / LOCATION The greenhouses and the landscape



CONTEXT / LOCATION Intensive tomato cultivation



L’IES CAMPOS DE NIJAR

The IES Campos de Nijar offers 
compulsory and adult secondary 
education (second cycle), in 
Humanities and Social Sciences, as 
well as professional training studies in 
administrative management, 
computer systems and networks, 
information technology, and 
communication. The IES Campos de 
Nijar is a center open all day offering 
guidance, inclusion, and support 
services to the multi-ethnic 
community.



L’IES CAMPOS DE NIJAR spaces in the open air



L’IES CAMPOS DE NIJAR the gym and the entrance hall



L’IES CAMPOS DE NIJAR activities in the open air and the classroom



L’IES CAMPOS DE NIJAR the container classroom



L’IES CAMPOS DE NIJAR customized study paths for high-skill students



IES Campos de Nijar has a heterogeneous population 
of 837 students in daytime training courses, of which 
40% are immigrants of 23 different nationalities and 
86 professors, while 168 (of which 33% are 
immigrants) are in afternoon/evening courses.
In the school there are different training courses, the 
age of the students ranges from 12 to over 50 years of 
adult courses.

L’IES CAMPOS DE NIJAR



I did my Job Shadowing at 
the IES Campos de Nijar in 
the first week of May, 
where I was able to expand 
my knowledge of the 
school, its professors, 
students and teaching 
methodologies.

MY MOBILITY EXPERIENCE



the Robotics Laboratory is 
arranged in such a way to 
allow active control by the 
teacher, but at the same time 
stimulate sharing and active 
participation of students. It is 
a very inclusive, friendly and 
casual space in which students 
can create using the latest 
technological tools, basic 
equipment and computers. 
The teaching material used is 
provided by Lego

ROBOTICS LABORATORY



ROBOTICS LABORATORY the arrangement of the workstations in the laboratory



ROBOTICS LABORATORY



ROBOTICS LABORATORY



ROBOTICS LABORATORY

VIDEO ROBOTICS LABORATORY:
https://youtu.be/HRxsWUh6zRop

https://youtu.be/HRxsWUh6zRop


One of the most interesting 
experiences of my mobility
was visiting, together with 
teachers and students the
exhibition “II Feria Aula 
Almeria 2022”, organized by 
the high schools of the 
Almeria area. Participation in 
the exhibition helped me to 
get to know the high schools 
in the area by knowing their 
educational proposals

VISITING THE EXBITION



The fair “Cultural day”, 
organized by IES Campos 
de Nijar students, promotes 
the results obtained by 
students during the school 
year and is open to the 
whole community of 
Campohermoso

CULTURAL DAY



CULTURAL DAY

The robotics and computer 
labs exhibit the students' 
works and during the fair 
universities are invited to 
present their study 
orientation courses.



FESTIVAL FOR EQUALITY the festival for equality between men and women
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